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1. Introduction

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over an algebraic closureF of the
finite field Fq of q elements; assumeG has anFq -structure with associated Frobenius
endomorphismF and let � be a prime distinct from the characteristic ofFq . In [5,
Section 7.1] and [6] we outlined a program for the determination of the irreducibleQ�-
characters of the finite groupGF , which showed that the problem may be largely reduced
(by induction) to an explicit determination of the Lusztig restrictions∗RG

M(χ) of all
the irreducible charactersχ of GF , for all rational Levi subgroupsM of G. Here, and
throughout this paper, the word “rational” means “stable under the action ofF ”. As shown
in [6], this problem may be addressed through the determination of the Lusztig restrictions
∗RG

M(Γu), whereΓu is the generalized Gelfand–Graev character corresponding to theGF -
conjugacy class of the rational unipotent elementu ∈GF .

Now the charactersΓu are examples of class functions onGF which vanish outside
the unipotent set. Such functions form a vector space overQ�, which we denote by
Cuni(GF ); it is the space of unipotently supported class functions onG. The Γu form
a basis of this space, and our strategy in this work will be to determine the map
∗RG

M :Cuni(GF )→ Cuni(MF ) explicitly. We shall use Lusztig’s orthogonal decomposition
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of the spaceCuni(GF ) into summands corresponding to “rational blocks” (see below)
and determine∗RG

M on each block generically, i.e. in terms of Weyl group data which
is associated with the block. In particular, we obtain a simple expression for the Lusztig
restriction of generalized Green functions. We then express the generalized Gelfand–
Graev characters in terms of this basis to describe their Lusztig restriction. In [6] we
computed∗RG

M of the generalized Gelfand–Graev character which corresponds to a regular
unipotent class. In this work, we apply the general method to carry out the corresponding
computation explicitly in the subregular case.

Our general result on∗RG
M of generalized Gelfand–Graev characters (Proposition 6.10)

essentially reduces this computation to the two problems of finding the Poincaré
polynomialsP̃ι,κ of certain intersection cohomology complexes on closures of unipotent
classes, and to the computation of induction-restriction tables for twisted characters of
Weyl groups. In Section 8 we also prove a result (see Theorem 8.1) which reduces these
computations in the case of SLn to the case of GLn′ , for variousn′. These investigations are
part of our strategy of reducing the computation of character values to the case of “high”
unipotent classes in the usual partial order.

The first five sections of this paper consist largely of a recasting of the of work
of Lusztig, which may be found in [11,12,14], in a form which permits practical
computation. They also contain several orthogonality relations for Green functions and
their generalizations, which are proved by relating the inner product inCuni(GF ) to
the inner product of twisted class functions on a Weyl group. In Section 6, we prove
orthogonality relations for the generalized Gelfand–Graev characters in the same way, in
addition to determining their Lusztig restriction. By and large we maintain the notation
of [6]. We shall rely on the context to distinguish between the Frobenius endomorphism
F of an Fq -groupG and the automorphisms, also denotedF , which are induced byF
on reflection groups (such as the Weyl group) which are associated withG. Throughout
this work we shall freely use the character theory of cosets of a finite group, for which the
reader is referred to [3, (0.4)] or [8]. Characters of cosets are also sometimes known as
“twisted class functions”.

2. Preliminaries

Let ι = (C, ζ ) be a pair consisting of a unipotent class ofG and an irreducible
G-equivariantQ�-local systemζ on it; thenC will be called thesupportof ι and sometimes
denotedCι. If we fix a non-trivial additive characterχ0 of the prime fieldFp of Fq , as in
[6, 1.6] we may define a generalized Gelfand–Graev functionΓι associated withι; one
of our objectives here is to express Lusztig restrictions of generalized Gelfand–Graev
characters in terms of generalized Gelfand–Graev characters.

As in [6], if the pairι is F -stable, we shall follow Lusztig [12, 24.1–24.2] in making a
specific choice of an isomorphismσ :F ∗ζ ∼→ ζ , and we denote byYι the characteristic
function of ζ which corresponds toσ , and byXι the characteristic function of the
intersection cohomology complex ofζ (for u ∈ CF , we haveXι(u) = Yι(u)). The set
P of all pairs ι is partitioned into “blocks”I, each of which has an associated cuspidal
datum(L, ι0 = (C0, ζ0)) whereL is a Levi subgroup of some parabolic subgroup ofG,
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which is unique up toG-conjugacy. If the block concerned is rational, then as explained in
[6, 1.4], bothL and the parabolic subgroup may be assumed to be rational. The pairs in the
block I are in bijection with the irreducible characters of the groupWG(L) = NG(L)/L,
which is a Coxeter group. IfI is a rational block andϕι is the character associated in
this way toι = (C, ζ ) ∈ IF , then an extensioñϕι of ϕι to WG(L) � 〈F 〉 determines an
isomorphismσ :F ∗ζ ∼→ ζ as above. In this work, we shall always chooseϕ̃ι to be the
“preferred extension” described in [12, 17.2] (as Lusztig does in [12, 24.2]).

The functionsYι form a basis of the space of unipotently supported class functions on
GF as ι runs over the setPF of all rational pairs. For a given blockI, the functionsXι
form another basis of the space spanned by{Yι}ι∈IF , and if we writeXι =∑κ Pκ,ιYκ then
thePκ,ι are polynomials inq with integer coefficients We havePκ,ι = 0 unlessCκ ⊂ Cι
and ifCκ = Cι thenPκ,ι = δκ,ι (see, e.g., [14, 6.5]). We will assume from now on that the
pairs ι have been totally ordered in such a way thatCκ ⊂ Cι ⇒ κ � ι. Then the matrix
(Pκ,ι) is upper unitriangular.

Set X̃ι = qcιXι and Ỹι = qcιYι where cι = 1
2(codimCι − dimZL). Then we have

X̃ι =∑κ P̃κ,ιỸκ , whereP̃κ,ι = qcι−cκ Pκ,ι.

Remark 2.1. We shall speak below of “complex conjugation” in the fieldQ�, denoted
by a �→ a. This is justified by noting thatQ� is abstractly isomorphic toC. In practice,
we shall apply this notion almost exclusively to the subfield ofQ� which is generated by
all roots of unity, on which conjugation is uniquely defined since it fixesQ and inverts
roots of unity. We therefore speak of “real” values (meaning fixed by conjugation) and
“complex conjugates” in this context. The spaceCuni(GF ) is then an inner product space
with Hermitian form defined by

〈f,g〉GF = |G|−1
∑
x∈GF

f (x)g(x).

Remark 2.2. The cuspidal datum(L, ι0) defines a unique blockIM of any Levi subgroup
M of G which contains aG-conjugate ofL. AssumeM and L rational, and letL′ =
Intg(L) (:= gLg−1) be a conjugate ofL which is rational and contained inM; let M0⊃ L
be the conjugate Intg−1(M) of M. Definew ∈WG(L) by ẇ = g−1F(g) ∈ NG(L). Then
(L′,F ) is conjugate to(L, ẇF ) and M0 is ẇF -stable; moreover we may identify (via
Intg−1) (M,F ) with (M0, ẇF ) and hence(WM(L′),F ) with (WM0(L),wF), Cuni(MF )

with Cuni(MẇF
0 ) and (IM,F ) with (IM0,wF). A particular case of this occurs when

M0= L, when we refer to the twisted version ofL asLw (for w ∈WG(L)). The cuspidal
pair ι0 of L is taken by Int(g) to a cuspidal pair ofLw . The corresponding characteristic
function onLFw is likewise taken byg−1 to a function onLẇF , which we denote byXι0,w.

We recall that Lusztig inductionRG
M has an easy description in terms of the functionsXι,

which applies with some restrictions onp andq . The results of this paper will depend on
this, and hence we shall assume, sometimes without explicit mention, for the whole of our
work that (cf. [6, 3.1]) the characteristicp is good forG and thatq > q0(G), a constant
which depends only on the Dynkin diagram ofG.
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Proposition 2.3. Assumep good andq sufficiently large, and thatM contains a rational
conjugateLw of L as in Remark2.2. Assume(as we may, by the above discussion) thatLw
is a split Levi subgroup ofM. Then forι ∈ IFM, we have:

(i) RG
M(X̃ι) =

∑
κ∈IF 〈ϕ̃ι,ResWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
ϕ̃κ〉WM0(L).wF

X̃κ , whereRG
M is the Lusztig in-

duction functor,

(ii) 〈ϕ̃ι,ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

ϕ̃κ〉WM0(L).wF
= 0 unlessCι ⊂ Cκ ⊂ IndG

MCι.

Proof. Assertion (i) is in [6, 3.3]. Let us prove (ii). For the rightmost inclusion recall that,
from the definition of the induction of perverse sheaves, only pairsκ with support smaller
than that of the class induced from the support ofι can have non zero coefficient inRG

M(X̃ι).
To prove the other inclusion, first notice that if〈ϕ̃ι,ResWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
ϕ̃κ〉WM0(L).wF

is non-zero

then so is〈ϕι,ResWG(L)
WM0(L)

ϕκ〉WM0(L)
. But it follows from formula (II) in [16, 1.2] that the

latter inner product is zero unless there exists a representative ofCκ in Cι.U whereU is the
unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup admittingM as a Levi component. This in turn
impliesCι ⊂ Cκ by [5, 5.8]. ✷
Remark 2.4. We shall often have a situation whereM is a rational Levi subgroup ofG
which contains a rational conjugateLw of L, as in Remark 2.2. In this situation we shall
consistently assumew ∈ WG(L) to have been chosen so thatLw is split in M, i.e., is
contained in a rational parabolic subgroup ofM. In this casew ∈ WG(L) is determined
up toF -conjugacy inWG(L) and the functionRG

Lw
(Xι0,w) is well defined (see [6, 3.2 and

3.3(1)]). This is implicit in the statement and proof of Proposition 2.3.

3. Generalized Green functions and Lusztig restriction

In this section we shall interpret Lusztig induction and restriction in terms of ordinary
induction and restriction of twisted class functions on cosets of parabolic subgroups of
Coxeter groups. This will be done by defining a linear isomorphism between the spaces
of twisted class functions onWG(L) and a certain subspace of the space of unipotently
supported functions. Under this map, the (normalized) characteristic functions of the
F -classes ofWG(L) correspond to functions we define as “generalized Green functions.”
These are analogues of the ordinary Green functions (the latter corresponding to the
“principal block,” which is the unique block for whichL= T, a maximal torus ofG) which
constitute a basis of the space of unipotently supported class functions. In order to compute
their Lusztig restriction, we shall relate the generalized Gelfand–Graev characters to these.

For the whole of this section, we fix a rational cuspidal datum(L, ι0), where we
may assume thatL is split, i.e. is contained in a rational parabolic subgroup ofG. Let
C(WG(L).F ) be the space ofWG(L)-invariant functions (i.e. class functions) onWG(L).F
and recall thatCuni(GF ) is the space of unipotently supported class functions onGF . For
eachw ∈WG(L), we fix aw-twisted rational conjugateLw of L as in Remarks 2.2, 2.4, and
X̃ι0,w ∈ Cuni(LFw) is the class function onLF (see Remarks 2.2 and 2.4) associated withι0.
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Definition 3.1. Let CI(GF ) be the subspace ofCuni(GF ) spanned by the functions{Yι |
ι ∈ IF }.

(i) Define the linear isomorphismQG from C(WG(L).F ) to CI(GF ) byQG(ϕ̃ι)= X̃ι.
(ii) For w ∈WG(L) defineγwF ∈ C(WG(L).F ) by

γwF (vF )=
{

0, if vF is notWG(L)-conjugate towF,
|CWG(L)(wF)|, otherwise.

(iii) The generalized Green functionQG
wF is defined byQG

wF =QG(γwF ).

Note that since the (distinct)γwF form a basis ofC(WG(L).F ), the generalized Green
functionsQG

wF form a basis ofCI(GF ).
We shall omit the superscript inQG andQG

wF when there is no ambiguity.

Proposition 3.2. We haveQwF =RG
Lw

X̃ι0,w.

Proof. Since theϕ̃ι form an orthonormal basis ofC(WG(L).F ), and〈θ, γwF 〉WG(L).F =
θ(wF) for anyθ ∈ C(WG(L).F ), we have

γwF =
∑
ι∈IF

〈ϕ̃ι, γwF 〉WG(L).F ϕ̃ι =
∑
ι∈IF

ϕ̃ι(wF)ϕ̃ι,

whence by linearity

QwF =
∑
ι∈IF

ϕ̃ι(wF)X̃ι. (3.1)

But by [6, 3.1] we have

X̃ι =
∣∣WG(L)

∣∣−1 ∑
v∈WG(L)

ϕ̃ι(vF )R
G
Lv

(
X̃ι0,v

)
. (3.2)

Now in (3.2), the summand corresponding tow ∈WG(L) depends only on theWG(L)-
class ofwF . To see this, observe that the functioñXι0,v is invariant under conjugation by
NG(Lv)F , so thatRG

Lv
X̃ι0,v depends only on theGF -class ofLv , which is parametrized by

theW -class of the cosetWL.vF , or by theWG(L)-class of the elementvF ∈WG(L).F .
Since theϕ̃ι take real values, the second orthogonality relation for them reads

∑
ι

ϕ̃ι(wF)ϕ̃ι(vF )=
{

0, if vF is notWG(L)-conjugate towF,
|CWG(L)(wF)|, otherwise.

Substituting (3.2) into (3.1) and using this relation, the result follows.✷
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It follows from this proposition that our generalized Green functions are the same
as those in [12, 8.3.1], sinceqcι0Xι0 is the restriction to the unipotent elements of the
characteristic function of the perverse sheaf denoted by IC(%,E)[dim(%)] in [12, 8.2] and
for cuspidal local systems, Lusztig’s induction coincides with the induction of perverse
sheaves by [13].

BothC(WG(L).F ) andCI(GF ) have natural structures as non-degenerate inner product
spaces. AlthoughQG is not an isometry, its effect on scalar products can be computed.

Definition 3.3. Define the functionZL ∈ C(WG(L).F ) by ZL(wF)= |Z0wF
L | = |Z0F

Lw
|.

Proposition 3.4. We have, for any two functionsθ,φ ∈ C(WG(L).F ),〈
QG(θ),QG(φ)

〉
GF =

〈
Z−1

L θ,φ
〉
WG(L).F

.

Proof. First note that [12, 24.3.6], suitably interpreted to take into account the distinction
between our̃Xι0 and Lusztig’sXι0, shows that〈

X̃ι, X̃κ
〉
GF =

〈
Z−1

L ϕ̃ι, ϕ̃κ
〉
WG(L).F

. (3.3)

Now in order to prove the proposition, it suffices to do so asθ andφ run over a basis of
C(WG(L).F ) In particular, it suffices to takeθ = ϕ̃ι andφ = ϕ̃κ . But then the statement is
precisely Equation (3.3), whence the result.✷
It follows easily from the Definition 3.1(iii) and Proposition 3.4 that the generalized Green
functions form an orthogonal basis ofCI(GF ). More precisely, we have

Corollary 3.5.

〈QwF ,Qw′F 〉GF =


0, if wF andw′F are not conjugate inWG(L),|CWG(L)(wF)|
|Z0wF

L | , otherwise. (3.4)

The formula (3.4) superficially seems different from [12, 9.11]. However the two
formulae are actually equivalent, although there is a power ofq in [12] which is absent
here. This is explained by the facts that in [12, 9.11] the inner product used differs from
ours, in that it does not involve conjugation, and that the formula given there is for the
inner product of two Green functions corresponding to contragredient local systems, with
contragredient Frobenius isomorphisms. In Lusztig’s notation, if the characteristic function
of the sheafF with Frobenius isomorphismϕ1 is f , then the characteristic function ofF∨
with Frobenius isomorphismϕ∨1 is q−2cι0f (see the computation in the proof of [12, 9.8]);
this, in conjunction with the fact thatRG

M commutes with complex conjugation, shows the
formulae are equivalent.

Remark 3.6. The preferred extensioñε of the alternating characterε ofWG(L) will play a
prominent rôle in our work. A fact which we shall use repeatedly, and which results from
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the description in [12, 17.2] of the preferred extension, is thatε̃ is trivial on Frobenius, i.e.,
for w ∈WG(L), ε̃(w.F )= ε(w). Note also that since the preferred extension is real, ifϕ̃ι
is the preferred extension corresponding toι ∈ IF , then there is a signει =±1 such that
ϕ̃ι ⊗ ε̃ = ειϕ̃ι̂, whereι̂ is defined byϕι ⊗ ε = ϕι̂.

Let H be any linear algebraic group with a Frobenius morphismF : H → H which
corresponds to anFq -structure onG. Let T be a maximally split maximal torus ofH and
write Ru(H) for the unipotent radical ofH. Then the Weyl groupW =WH(T) acts as a
reflection group onY (T)⊗R, andF has an induced action asqφ on this space, whereφ
is a linear transformation of finite order (cf. [4, p. 40]). Write{f1, f2 . . . , f�} for a set of
basic invariants ofW and letdi = deg(fi). It is known (cf. [17, 6.1]) that thefi may be
chosen to be eigenfunctions forφ, i.e.φfi = δifi for eachi, whereδi ∈C.

Lemma 3.7. With notation as in the previous paragraph, we have

(i) The order ofH is given by∣∣HF ∣∣= qdimRu(H)+∑i (di−1)
∏
i

(
qdi − δi

)
.

(ii) If F is varied by keepingφ fixed and allowingq to vary, the order function in(i) is a
polynomial inq and ∣∣HF ∣∣(q−1)= q−dimHεH

∣∣HF ∣∣
q ′ ,

where, for any linear algebraic groupH we writeεH = (−1)Fq-rank of H and where we
denote by|HF |q ′ the part prime toq of |HF |.

Proof. The formula in (i) is well known (see, e.g., [10, 1.8]). Part (ii) is obtained directly
from (i), taking into account the following three facts. First, it follows from [17, 6.5(i)]
that the eigenvalues ofφ on Y (T) ⊗ R are theδ−1

i ; secondly, ifδi �= δ−1
i , both occur

as eigenvalues ofφ in the same degree. The latter fact follows becauseφ is real, and
so its eigenvalues come in conjugate pairs. As a consequence, we have

∏
i (q

di − δi) =∏
i (q

di − δ−1
i ), which is required for the identity (ii). Finally, one needs the fact that

εH = detY (T)⊗R(−φ) which holds because for any automorphismφ of finite order of a
lattice Y , we have detY⊗R(φ) = (−1)d whered is the codimension of the fixed point
subspace ofφ in Y ⊗R. ✷
Remark 3.8. In this work, we shall encounter several functions, whose definition generally
involves the number ofF -fixed points of some variety on whichF acts, and which are
(Laurent) polynomials inq . This means that ifφ remains fixed butq is allowed to vary
as in Lemma 3.7, they are Laurent polynomials inq . Examples of such functions include
the orders ofFq -groups (as in Lemma 3.7),̃Pι,κ , and for a unipotent elementu ∈GF with
a fixed parametrization (e.g., in the Bala–Carter classification),QwF (u), and |CGF (u)|.
In the case of functions inCuni(GF ), the term polynomial will be used when they are
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linear combinations of theYι, with coefficients which are polynomials in the above sense.
For any such functionf (q), we use the notationf ∗ to denote the function defined by
f ∗(q)= f (q−1). TheYι are fixed by this operation.

The next result gives some properties of the functionZL ∈ C(WG(L).F ).

Lemma 3.9. (i) We have|Z0vF
L | = |Z0F

G |∑l
i=0(r̃)

∧i (vF )ql−i (−1)i wherel = dimZ0
L −

dimZ0
G and wherer̃ is the restriction toWG(L).F of the character of the representation

ofWG(L)� 〈F 〉 onY (Z0
L/Z

0
G)⊗R, which is an extension of the reflection characterr of

WG(L).
(ii) We haveZL(q

−1)= εZLq
−dimZL ε̃ ·ZL(q).

Proof. We have|Z0vF
L | = |Z0F

G |∑i (−1)i Trace(vF |Hic (Z0
L/Z

0
G)). As in [2, proof of 5.7]

or [10, (1.4)], we have∣∣Z0vF
L

∣∣= ∣∣Z0F
G

∣∣∑
i

(−1)iql−i Trace
(
vF,∧iY (Z0

L/Z
0
G

))
where l = dimZ0

L − dimZ0
G. Now the spaceY (Z0

L/Z
0
G) ⊗ R realizes the reflection

representation of the Coxeter groupWG(L), as can be seen from [11, 9.2] and [7,
Theorem 6], and part (i) of the lemma follows.

For (ii), let v ∈ WG(L) and consider the torusZ0
L, with Frobenius actionvF . From

Lemma 3.7(ii) applied here, we have|Z0vF
L |(q−1)= ε′ZL

q−dimZL |Z0vF
L |(q), where

ε′ZL
= (−1)Fq-rank ofZL with FrobeniusvF .

But, sinceε̃(vF ) = detY (Z0
L)
(v) (recall thatv acts trivially onZG and thatε̃ is the trivial

extension), we haveε′ZL
= εZL ε̃(vF ). ✷

WhenG is quasi-simple,WG(L) is irreducible, so thatr is irreducible. We then have

Lemma 3.10. Whenr is irreducible,r̃ is the preferred extension of the reflection character.

Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the definition of the preferred extension in [12,
17.2], and the fact (which can be checked by tracing through [11, 9.2]) that if we write
F = qφ onV = Y (Z0

L/Z
0
G)⊗R so thatr̃ is the extension ofr in whichF acts viaφ, the

automorphismφ stabilizes a set of positive roots of a root system forWG(L) in V . We need
only consider the case whenφ is non-trivial, so that(WG(L),φ) is of type2An, 2E6, 3D4
or 2Dn. In the cases2An, 2E6, in the language of [12, 17.2] one hasar = 1 so the preferred
extension is the one whereF acts by−w0, which agrees withφ. In the case3D4, the
preferred extension is the only rational one so again agrees withφ. Finally, in the case2Dn
one checks from the description in [12, 17.2] that the preferred extension is the one which
realizes the reflection representation ofBn �Dn � 〈F 〉, and indeedφ acts as a reflection,
since it acts by exchanging two of the simple roots and fixing the others.✷
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If G is not quasi-simple the groupWG(L) is a direct product of the irreducible Coxeter
groupsWGi (L) whereGi runs over the quasi-simple components ofG. The representation
ofWG(L) onY (Z0

L/Z
0
G)⊗R decomposes into the sum overi of summands isomorphic to

the reflection representationri of the componentWGi (L) onY (Z0
L/Z

0
Gi
)⊗R tensored with

the identity representations of the other components. The action ofF permutes theri in the
same way it permutes theGi . Since the preferred extension of the identity is the identity, it
follows that if Gi is F -stable, the extension ofri which appears inY (Z0

L/Z
0
G)⊗R is the

preferred extension ofri .
We now describe Lusztig restriction in terms of the generalized Green functions,

which form a basis of the spaceCuni(GF ). Let w ∈WG(L) and supposeM is a rational
Levi subgroup which contains a rational conjugateLw of L. Then we shall use the
identifications explained in Remarks 2.2, 2.4 to considerQM as a linear isomorphism
betweenC(WM0(L).wF) andCIM(M

F ).

Theorem 3.11. Let M be a rational Levi subgroup of some parabolic subgroup ofG. Then
∗RG

M ◦QG = 0 unlessM contains some rationalG-conjugateLw of L, and if this condition
holds, then in the above notation, we have

(i) ∗RG
M ◦QG =QM ◦ResWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
,

(ii) RG
M ◦QM =QG ◦ IndWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
.

Proof. We need only verify the statements on a basis of the relevant space of functions.
We start by proving (ii), for which it suffices to evaluate both sides onX̃ι for ι ∈ IFM. By
Frobenius reciprocity, Proposition 2.3(i) can be written as

RG
M

(
X̃ι
) = ∑

κ∈IF

〈
IndWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
ϕ̃ι, ϕ̃κ

〉
WM0(L).wF

QG(ϕ̃κ)

= QG
(∑
κ∈IF

〈
IndWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
ϕ̃ι, ϕ̃κ

〉
WM0(L).wF

ϕ̃κ

)
=QG(IndWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
ϕ̃ι
)
,

whence (ii) follows.
Now takeθ ∈ C(WG(L).F ) and consider∗RG

M ◦QG(θ). The spaceCuni(MF ) has a basis⋃
I ′M{X̃ι | ι ∈ I ′M

F } whereI ′M runs over theF -stable blocks ofM. Now

〈∗RG
M ◦QG(θ), X̃ι

〉
MF =

〈
QG(θ),RG

M

(
X̃ι
)〉

GF ,

and by Proposition 2.3 the functionRG
M(X̃ι) is in CI ′G(G

F ), whereI ′G is the block ofG
corresponding toI ′M. Thus the scalar product is 0 ifI ′G is not equal toI. Furthermore, the
blockI is of the formI ′G for some (unique by [6, 1.2]) blockI ′M of M only if M contains
a G-conjugateLw of L, whence the first statement of the theorem.

It follows also, that to prove (i), we need only show that for anyθ ∈ C(WG(L).F ),
if we apply both sides of (i) toθ , the resulting functions have the same inner product
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with any function inCIM(M
F ). But CIM(M

F ) is spanned by the functionsQM(ψ) with
ψ ∈ C(WM(Lw).F ), so that it suffices to consider inner products with these functions. We
have

〈∗RG
M ◦QG(θ),QM(ψ)

〉
MF =

〈
QG(θ),RG

M

(
QM(ψ)

)〉
GF

= 〈
QG(θ),QG ◦ IndWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
(ψ)

〉
GF by (ii)

= 〈
θZ−1

L , IndWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

(ψ)
〉
WG(L).F

by Proposition 3.4

= 〈
Z−1

L ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

(θ),ψ
〉
WM0(L).wF

= 〈
QM ◦ResWG(L).F

WM0(L).wF
(θ),QM(ψ)

〉
MF ,

which completes the proof.✷
Remark 3.12. Theorem 3.11 may be expressed as asserting the commutativity of the
following diagrams.

C(WG(L).F )
QG

CI(GF )

C(WM0(L).wF)
QM0

Ind

CIM0
(MẇF

0 )

RG
M

and

C(WG(L).F )
QG

Res

CI(GF )
∗RG

M

C(WM0(L).wF)
QM0

CIM0
(MẇF

0 )

As an immediate corollary, we have the following explicit formula for the Lusztig
restriction of the generalized Green functions.

Corollary 3.13. With notation as in Theorem3.11, we have

∗RG
MQ

G
vF =

∣∣WM0(L)
∣∣−1 ∑

{x∈WG(L)|x(vF )x−1∈WM0(L).wF }
QM
x(vF )x−1.
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Proof. It is easy to see that

ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

γvF =
∣∣WM0(L)

∣∣−1 ∑
{x∈WG(L)|x(vF )x−1∈WM0(L).wF }

γx(vF )x−1.

The result now follows immediately by applying Theorem 3.11(i) to the functionγvF . ✷
The duality involutionDG (restricted toCI(GF )) has an elegant description in this

setting.

Proposition 3.14 (Cf. [14]). LetDG be the duality involution; then

(i) We haveDG(QwF ) = ηLε̃(wF)QwF , where, for any reductive groupG we write
ηG = (−1)semisimpleFq-rank of G = εGεZG .

(ii) The duality involutionDG :CI(GF )→ CI(GF ) corresponds underQG to multipli-
cation byηLε̃ in C(WG(L).F ). In particular DG(X̃ι) = ηLειX̃ι̂, where ι̂ and ει are
defined in Remark3.6.

Proof. The statement (i) may be found in [14, Section 8] whose proof applies to the twisted
case without change. The first statement in (ii) follows immediately sinceQG is linear, and
the second statement follows from the relationε̃⊗ ϕ̃ι = ειϕ̃ι̂ (see Remark 3.6). ✷

4. Unipotently supported class functions and twisted class functions on reflection
groups

For ι ∈ IF define a functioñQι onWG(L).F by

Q̃ι(wF)= 1

aι

∑
a∈A(u)

q−cιYι(ua)QwF (ua) (4.1)

where we fixu ∈ CFι and setA(u) = CG(u)/C
0
G(u), aι = |A(u)| and takeua to be a

representative of theGF -orbit in CF which corresponds to theF -class ofa ∈ A(u). The
functionQ̃ι does not actually depend on the choice ofu ∈CFι . Indeed, using the relation

a−1
ι

∑
a∈A(u)

Yι(ua)Yγ (ua)= δι,γ (4.2)

(see [6, 1.5]) and (3.1), we obtain

Q̃ι(wF)=
∑
γ∈IF

ϕ̃γ (wF)P̃ι,γ . (4.3)
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The relation (4.3) justifies the remark above thatQ̃ι is independent of the choice ofu ∈ CFι .
Note also that the formula (4.3) makes sense even whenι /∈ I; but then, sincẽPι,γ = 0
whenι andγ are in different blocks,̃Qι = 0.

Proposition 4.1. For any unipotent elementu ∈GF , we have

QwF (u)=
∑
ι∈IF

Q̃ι(wF)Ỹι(u). (4.4)

Proof. As remarked above, ifι /∈ I then (4.3) shows that the corresponding summand of
the right-hand side is 0, since theñPι,γ = 0 for all γ ∈ IF . So∑

ι∈IF
Q̃ι(wF)Ỹι(u)=

∑
ι∈PF

Q̃ι(wF)Ỹι(u).

We now use the second orthogonality formula for theYι(u):∑
ι∈PF

Yι(u)Yι(u′)=
{∣∣A(u)F ∣∣ if u∼GF u

′,
0 otherwise

(4.5)

where∼GF meansGF -conjugacy. Thus∑
ι∈IF

Q̃ι(wF)Ỹι(u) =
∑

ι∈PF ,a∈A(u)
a−1
ι Yι(ua)QwF (ua)Yι(u)

= ∣∣A(u)∣∣−1∣∣A(u)F ∣∣#{a | ua ∼GF u}QwF (u)=QwF (u). ✷
Note that Equation (4.5) will often be used whenu= u′ = u′′a for some rational unipo-

tent elementu′′ and somea ∈ A(u′′), in which case we have|A(u)F | = |CA(u′′)(aF )| =
|A(u′′)aF |. The functions̃Yι form a basis ofCI(GF ) as ι runs overIF . The next result
relates thẽQι to expansions in terms of this basis.

Lemma 4.2. (i) For any functionf ∈ CI(GF ), the coefficient off in the basis̃Yι is

1

aι

∑
a∈A(u)

q−cιYι(ua)f (ua). (4.6)

(ii) For any functionθ ∈ C(WG(L).F ), we haveQG(θ)=∑ι∈IF 〈θ, Q̃ι〉WG(L).F Ỹι.
(iii) The functions(QG)−1(Ỹι) form the basis ofC(WG(L).F ) which is dual to the basis

{Q̃ι}.

Proof. By Proposition 4.1 and the definition (4.1) of̃Qι, (i) holds whenf =QwF , and
since theQwF form a basis ofCI(GF ) and the formula (4.6) is linear inf , (i) holds
in general. Similarly, (ii) holds whenθ = γwF , again by Proposition 4.1. By linearity,
(ii) holds generally. The statement (iii) follows immediately from (ii).✷
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5. Lusztig’s algorithm and orthogonality relations for generalized Green functions

We shall require

Lemma 5.1. Let H be a finite group,χ1, χ2, . . . the irreducible characters ofH (over
a field of characteristic zero) and f any class function onH which is non-zero at each
element ofH . Letf−1 be the pointwise inverse off . Then we have the matrix equation{〈

f−1χi,χj
〉
H

}
i,j
= {〈f χi,χj 〉H }−1

i,j
. (5.1)

Proof. Since theχi form an orthonormal basis of the space of class functions onH , the
left side of (5.1) is simply the matrix of the linear transformation induced by multiplication
by f−1, and the assertion is no more than the observation that multiplication byf−1 is the
inverse of multiplication byf . ✷

Lemma 5.1 remains valid whenH is a finite coset, theχi are extensions toH of the
irreducible characters of the underlying group, andf is a twisted class function onH .

We now recall the algorithm outlined by Lusztig in [12, Section 24] for the computation
of the polynomialsPι,κ . In the following, unless otherwise stated, we fix a blockI and
work in CI(GF ). Lusztig’s algorithm is based on the following matrix equation, which is
an immediate consequence of the relationX̃ι =∑κ P̃κ,ιỸκ and (3.3):

tP̃ Λ̃P̃ = {〈X̃ι, X̃κ 〉GF }ι,κ = {〈Z−1
L ϕ̃ι, ϕ̃κ

〉
WG(L).F

}
ι,κ

whereP̃ = {P̃ι,κ}ι,κ andΛ̃= {〈Ỹι, Ỹκ 〉GF }ι,κ . We shall use the inverse of this equation:

P̃−1Λ̃−1(tP̃−1)= Ω̃
whereΩ̃ = {ω̃ι,κ}ι,κ andω̃ι,κ = 〈ZLϕ̃ι, ϕ̃κ〉WG(L).F , the inverse of the matrix on the right-
hand side being given by Lemma 5.1. The matrix̃Ω may be considered known (see
Definition 3.3) since it is given in terms of Weyl group data. The rows and columns of
Λ̃ and P̃ may be ordered in a way compatible with the order on unipotent classes; they
may further be ordered so that pairs with the same support form a connected sequence in
the order. TheñΛ is block-diagonal and̃P block-triangular with identity diagonal blocks,
the blocks corresponding to unipotent classes. GivenΩ̃ , there are unique matrices̃Λ and
P̃ of this shape which satisfy the above equation.

We note for future reference that Lemma 3.9 immediately gives

ω̃ι,κ =
∣∣Z0F

G

∣∣ l∑
i=0

ql−i (−1)i
〈
ϕ̃ι ⊗ ϕ̃κ , r̃∧i

〉
WG(L).F

(5.2)

wherel = dimZ0
L − dimZ0

G and wherẽr is the restriction toWG(L).F of the character
of the representation ofWG(L) � 〈F 〉 on Y (Z0

L/Z
0
G) ⊗ R, which is an extension of the

reflection characterr ofWG(L).
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The following proposition is a generalization of [9, 1.1.4].

Corollary 5.2 (Second orthogonality formula for Green functions).〈
ZLQ̃ι, Q̃γ

〉
WG(L).F

= {〈
Ỹι, Ỹγ

〉
GF
}−1
ι,γ

=
a−1

ι

∑
a∈A(u)

|C0
G(ua)

F |
q2cι

Yι(ua)Yγ (ua) if Cι = Cγ ,
0 otherwise

where notation is as in(4.1).

Proof. Using the values given in (4.3) for̃Qι andQ̃γ , we obtain:{〈
ZLQ̃ι, Q̃γ

〉
WG(L).F

}
ι,γ
= P̃ {〈ZLϕ̃κ , ϕ̃κ ′ 〉WG(L).F

}
κ,κ ′

tP̃ = P̃ Ω̃ tP̃ = {〈Ỹι, Ỹγ 〉GF }−1
ι,γ
.

Now 〈Ỹι, Ỹγ 〉GF is 0 if Cι �= Cγ and otherwise is equal to∑
a∈H1(F,A(u))

∣∣CGF (ua)
∣∣−1Ỹι(ua)Ỹγ (ua)= a−1

ι

∑
a∈A(u)

∣∣C0
G(ua)

F
∣∣−1Ỹι(ua)Ỹγ (ua). (5.3)

To see (5.3), note that(A(ua),F ) is isomorphic to(A(u), aF ), so that∣∣CGF (ua)
∣∣= ∣∣CA(u)(aF )∣∣∣∣C0

G(ua)
F
∣∣.

Finally, it follows from (4.2) and Lemma 5.1 that the matrix whose(ι, γ ) entry is either
side of (5.3) is the inverse of the matrix whose(ι, γ ) entry is the expression in the
statement. ✷
Remark 5.3. The matricesP̃ and Ω̃ have been defined block by block, but may be
extended in an obvious way to matrices for the whole ofCuni(GF ), which are block-
diagonal for the various blocksI; then the computation at the start of the above proof
shows in particular that{〈Ỹι, Ỹγ 〉GF }−1

ι,γ = 0 if ι andγ belong to different blocks.

Corollary 5.2 in turn gives an orthogonality formula for theQwF , regarded as elements
of C(WG(L).F ) for a fixed value of the argument:

Corollary 5.4. For u a unipotent element ofGF , define the functionQ−(u) ∈ C(WG(L).F )
byQ−(u)(wF)=QwF (u) (for wF ∈WG(L).F ). Then〈

Q−(u),ZLQ−(u′)
〉
WG(L).F

=


|A(u)|−1

∑
a∈A(u)

∣∣C0
G(ua)

F
∣∣(∑
ι∈IF

Yι(ua)Yι(u)
)(∑

ι∈IF
Yι(ua)Yι(u′)

)
if u∼G u

′,
0 otherwise.

(5.4)
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Proof. Applying Proposition 4.1 and then Corollary 5.2 to the left-hand side we get

〈
Q−(u),ZLQ−(u′)

〉
WG(L).F

=
〈∑
ι

Q̃ιỸι(u),
∑
γ

ZLQ̃γ Ỹγ (u′)
〉
WG(L).F

=
∑
ι,γ

Ỹι(u)Ỹγ (u′)
{〈
Ỹι, Ỹγ

〉
GF
}−1
ι,γ

we then use that the matrix{〈Ỹι, Ỹγ 〉GF }ι,γ is real to write the complex conjugate of the
expression in Corollary 5.2 and we get the result.✷

If we sum formula (5.4) over all blocks, we obtain the simpler expression:

Proposition 5.5.∑
I

〈
QI−(u),ZLQ

I−(u′)
〉
WG(L).F

=
{ |CGF (u)| if u∼GF u

′,
0 otherwise

whereI runs over the rational blocks and where the superscriptI on theQ− indicates the
block from which it comes.

Proof. If u �∼G u
′, the left side is clearly zero. Ifu∼G u

′ then using Remark 5.3, the sum
over all blocks of the right-hand side of (5.4) is

∣∣A(u)∣∣−1 ∑
a∈A(u)

∣∣C0
G(ua)

F
∣∣(∑
ι∈PF

Yι(ua)Yι(u)
)(∑

ι∈PF
Yι(ua)Yι(u′)

)
.

Applying the second orthogonality formula (4.5) forYι, this reduces to∣∣A(u)∣∣−1 ∑
{a∈A(u)|ua∼GF u andua∼GF u

′}

∣∣C0
G(ua)

F
∣∣∣∣A(u)F ∣∣∣∣A(u′)F ∣∣

which is 0 unlessu∼GF u
′ and equal to|CFG(u)| otherwise. ✷

6. Gelfand–Graev characters and their Lusztig restriction

As in [14] and [6], forι ∈ IF andu ∈ CFι , we defineΓι =∑a∈A(u)Yι(ua)Γua , where
Γua is the generalized Gelfand–Graev character attached to the class ofua , and other
notation is as in (4.3). We need here to assume thatp is large enough for the generalized
Gelfand–Graev characters to be defined, e.g.,p > 3(h− 1) whereh is the Coxeter number
for G.

Proposition 6.1. We haveΓι = aιζ−1
I QG(ε̃ZLQ̃

∗
ι ), whereζI is a fourth root of unity(the

one associated toI in [14, 7.2]whenG is split).
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Proof. We start from the formula [14, 7.5(b)] of Lusztig, which must be modified for the
case of a non-split group in a way hinted at in [14, 8.7]. We claim that for a possibly
non-split group, the equation [14, 7.5(b)] should read

Γι0 = aι0ζ−1
I
∑
ι,ι1

∣∣WG(L)
∣∣−1 ∑

w∈WG(L)

ϕ̃ι̂1(wF)ϕ̃ι(wF)
∣∣Z0wF

L

∣∣P̃ ∗ι0,ιει1X̃ι1. (6.1)

The only part of the generalization which is not obvious, and which is the source of
the coefficientει1 in the above formula, is (as indicated in [14, 8.7]) the lemma [14,

7.2] whose statement should be changed for the general situation to read̂̃X ι |GFuni
=

ζIq(dimG−dimZL)/2ειX̃ι̂. The proof given in [14, 7.2] cannot be applied in our more general
case, since dimVι has to be replaced by Trace(F | Vι), which might vanish. Nonetheless the
generalization may be proved by considering a Frobenius twisted by variousv ∈WG(L)
on the induced sheaf which Lusztig considers in that proof.

We now rewrite (6.1) as

Γι0 = aι0ζ
−1
I
∣∣WG(L)

∣∣−1 ∑
w∈WG(L)

∣∣Z0wF
L

∣∣∑
ι

ϕ̃ι(wF)P̃
∗
ι0,ι

∑
ι1

ϕ̃ι̂1(wF)ει1X̃ι1

= aι0ζ
−1
I
∣∣WG(L)

∣∣−1 ∑
w∈WG(L)

∣∣Z0wF
L

∣∣∑
ι

ϕ̃ι(wF)P̃
∗
ι0,ι

∑
ι1

ε̃(wF)ϕ̃ι1(wF)X̃ι1

by Remark 3.6

= aι0ζ
−1
I
∣∣WG(L)

∣∣−1 ∑
w∈WG(L)

∣∣Z0wF
L

∣∣∑
ι

ϕ̃ι(wF)P̃
∗
ι0,ι
ε̃(wF)QwF by (3.1)

= aι0ζ
−1
I
∣∣WG(L)

∣∣−1 ∑
w∈WG(L)

∣∣Z0wF
L

∣∣ε̃(wF)Q̃∗ι0(wF)QwF by (4.3).

The proposition now follows by Definition 3.1(iii).✷
Let us writeζ̃I for the root of unity denoted byζI in [6]. The point of this notation

is to distinguishζ̃I andζI , since they turn out to be different generalizations to non-split
groups of Lusztig’s constant.

Proposition 6.2. For any reductive group, letσG := (−1)semi-simple rank(G). Then ζ̃I =
ηLσLζI .

Proof. We have

〈
DGΓι, X̃κ

〉
GF =

〈
Γι,DGX̃κ

〉
GF = ηLεκ

〈
Γι, X̃κ̂

〉
GF by Proposition3.14(ii)

= ηLεκ
〈
Z−1

L (QG)−1(Γι), (Q
G)−1(X̃κ̂ )

〉
WG(L).F

by Proposition 3.4

= ηLεκaιζ
−1
I 〈ε̃Q̃∗ι , ϕ̃κ̂〉WG(L).F
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= ηLaιζ
−1
I 〈Q̃∗ι , ϕ̃κ〉WG(L).F by Remark 3.6

= ηLaιζ
−1
I P̃ ∗ι,κ by the∗ of (4.3).

The equation [6, 1.7] is transformed into this last relation ifσLζ̃
−1
I is replaced byηLζ

−1
I ,

whence the proposition.✷
It will be convenient to use the normalizatioñΓι = a−1

ι ζIΓι. We shall now discuss
orthogonality relations among thẽΓι and among theΓu, as well as the Lusztig restriction
of theΓ̃ι. Note that from Proposition 6.1 it follows that ifI is a rational block andι ∈ IF ,
thenΓ̃ι ∈ CI(GF ).

Lemma 6.3. For any rational blockI defineΓ̃ I
u =

∑
ι∈I Ỹ∗ι (u)Γ̃ι. If there is a pairι ∈ IF

whose support containsu, the orthogonal projection ofΓu onto CI(GF ) is ζ−1
I qcιΓ̃ I

u ;
otherwise it is0.

Proof. Using (4.5), the defining relation forΓι can be inverted to give

Γu =
∣∣A(u)∣∣−1 ∑

ι∈PF
Yι(u)Γι.

If we restrict the above sum toι ∈ IF we obtain the orthogonal projection ofΓu onto
CI(GF ), since the various spacesCI(GF ) are mutually orthogonal. The lemma now
follows in straightforward fashion from the definitions.✷
Proposition 6.4. We havẽΓ I

u =QG(ε̃ZLQ
∗−(u)).

Proof. Apply (QG)−1 to the expression in Lemma 6.3 for̃Γ I
u to get(

QG)−1(
Γ̃ I
u

)= ∑
ι∈IF

Ỹ∗ι (u)ε̃ZLQ̃
∗
ι .

Now take the complex conjugate of the∗ of the relation (4.1) and substitute into this
last equation. Taking into account that the functionsQ̃ι are real valued (i.e. stable under
complex conjugation), which is a consequence of (4.3) since theϕ̃ι are real, we obtain the
proposition. ✷
Corollary 6.5. We have〈Γ̃ι,DGΓ̃κ〉GF = εGq

dimZL({〈Ỹι, Ỹκ〉GF }−1
ι,κ )

∗, which is zero if
Cι �= Cκ .

Proof. We have〈
Γ̃ι,DGΓ̃κ

〉
GF =

〈
Z−1

L

(
QG)−1(

Γ̃ι
)
, ηLε̃

(
QG)−1(

Γ̃κ
)〉
WG(L).F

by Propositions 3.4 and 3.14(ii)
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= ηL
〈
Q̃∗ι ,ZLε̃Q̃

∗
κ

〉
WG(L).F

= ηLεZLq
dimZL

〈
Q̃∗ι ,Z∗LQ̃∗κ

〉
WG(L).F

by Lemma 3.9

= εLq
dimZL

〈
Q̃∗ι ,Z∗LQ̃∗κ

〉
WG(L).F

sinceηL = εLεZL

= εLq
dimZL

(〈
Q̃ι,ZLQ̃κ

〉
WG(L).F

)∗
= εLq

dimZL
({〈

Ỹι, Ỹκ
〉
GF
}−1
ι,κ

)∗ by Corollary 5.2.

The result now follows becauseεL = εG sinceL is G-split. ✷
Corollary 6.6. Letu,v ∈GF be unipotent elements andI a rational block. Then〈

Γ̃ I
u ,DGΓ̃

I
v

〉
GF = εGq

dimZL
(〈
Q−(u),ZLQ−(v)

〉
WG(L).F

)∗
,

which is non-zero only ifu andv are conjugate inG.

Proof. We have, from Proposition 6.4, proceeding as in the proof of Corollary 6.5

〈
Γ̃ I
u ,DGΓ̃

I
v

〉
GF =

〈
ε̃Q∗−(u), ηLε̃

2ZLQ
∗−(v)

〉
WG(L).F

= ηL
〈
ε̃Q∗−(u),ZLQ

∗−(v)
〉
WG(L).F

= ηLεZLq
dimZL

〈
ε̃Q∗−(u), ε̃Z∗LQ∗−(v)

〉
WG(L).F

= εLq
dimZL

〈
Q∗−(u),Z∗LQ∗−(v)

〉
WG(L).F

= εLq
dimZL

(〈
Q−(u),ZLQ−(v)

〉
WG(L).F

)∗
,

and the result follows as in Corollary 6.5. The last remark is a consequence of the
evaluation of the right side in (5.4).✷
Corollary 6.7. For any pairu,v of unipotent elements ofGF , we have

〈Γu,DGΓv〉 =
{
εGεCG(u)|CGF (u)|q ′ if u∼GF v,

0 otherwise.

Proof. From Lemma 6.3, we see〈Γu,DGΓv〉 =∑I 〈ζ−1
I qcιΓ̃ I

u , ζ
−1
I qcγDGΓ̃

I
v 〉GF where

the sum is over all blocks which contain two pairsι, γ whose support contains respectively
u andv. By Corollary 6.6 this sum is 0 ifu andv are notG-conjugate; otherwise we obtain

〈Γu,DGΓv〉 = εGq
codim(class(u))

∑
I

(〈
QI−(u),ZLQ

I−(v)
〉
WG(L).F

)∗
.

We now apply Propositions 5.5 and 3.7(ii) to complete the proof.✷
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To describe the Lusztig restrictions of thẽΓι, we shall define the notion of “sign relative
to a block”. SupposeM is a rational Levi subgroup which contains a rationalG-conjugate
of L, as in Remarks 2.2 and 2.4. IfT0 is a maximally split rational maximal torus ofL
(and hence ofG), the elementw ∈WG(L)⊆WG(T0)/WL(T0). This element is uniquely
defined byM and the conditions onLw, up toF -conjugacy inWG(L). The signεI(M) of
M relative to the blockI is defined as−1 raised to the codimension inY (Z0

L)⊗R of the
subspace ofw-fixed points ofY (Z0

L)⊗R. It has also the following alternative definition:

Definition 6.8. With notation as in the previous paragraph, defineεI(M) := εG(w) where
εG is the sign character ofWG(L).

It follows from the remarks in the last paragraph that the right side depends only on (the
GF -conjugacy class of)M.

Lemma 6.9. (i) In the notation of Remarks2.2 and 2.4, there exist Laurent polynomials
Rι,γ in q (ι ∈ IF andγ ∈ IFM) such that

ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

Q̃ι =
∑
γ∈IFM

Rι,γ Q̃γ .

We haveRι,γ = 0 unlessCγ ⊂ Cι ⊂ IndG
MCγ .

(ii) Maintaining the above notation, we haveResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

ε̃G = εI(M)ε̃M, where

εI(M) is defined in Definition6.8 and whereε̃G (respectivelyε̃M) is the preferred
extension of the sign character ofWG(L) (respectivelyWM0(L)).

Proof. Let R be the matrix with(ι, γ ) coefficientRι,γ as in (i) of the statement. From
(4.3), we obtain the matrix equation

P̃G{〈ϕ̃γ ,ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

ϕ̃ι′
〉
WM0(L).wF

}
ι′,γ =RP̃ M.

The first statement in (i) is now immediate, since the entries of the unitriangular matrix
P̃M are Laurent polynomials, whence the same is true of its inverse. The second statement
in (i) follows from Proposition 2.3(ii).

For (ii), let v.wF ∈WM0(L).wF . Then

ε̃G(v.wF)= εG(vw)= εG(v)εG(w)= ε̃M(v.wF)εI(M). ✷
Proposition 6.10. We have∗RG

M(Γ̃ι)= 0 unlessM contains a rationalG-conjugate ofL;
in the latter case, we have

∗RG
M

(
Γ̃ι
)= εI(M) ∑

γ∈IFM
R∗ι,γ Γ̃γ , (6.2)

where notation is as in Proposition6.4and Lemma6.9.
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Proof. SinceΓ̃ι ∈ CI(GF ), it follows from Theorem 3.11 that∗RG
MΓ̃ι is zero unlessM

contains a rationalG-conjugate ofL. We therefore takeM as in Theorem 3.11. Now by
Proposition 6.1,̃Γι = QG(ε̃ZLQ̃

∗
ι ), andZL ∈ C(WG(L).F ) is defined in Definition 3.3.

By Theorem 3.11 we need only compute the restriction toWM0(L) of ε̃ZLQ̃
∗
ι , and a

straightforward calculation using Lemma 6.9 yields the statement.✷
Remark 6.11. As in [6], we refer to a block as regular if it contains a local system
supported by the regular unipotent class. It is a consequence of [6, Section 2] that for
regular blocks,ζ̃I is independent of the ambient group and the rational structure, i.e.
depends only on the geometric data in the cuspidal system(L, ι0). This is asserted without
justification in the proof of [6, 3.4] but can be seen as follows. From [6, 2.1] and [6, 2.5]
one has that̃ζI is equal (in the notation of [6]) toηLσLσ

L
ζ up to a power ofq . Using

the Hasse–Davenport relation, one may compare the product of Gauss sums in [6, 2.4]
which applies to the case of twistedL, to that occurring in a split group. One finds that the
products also differ by a factorηLσL. Thusζ̃I = ζ̃IM in this case. In particular, this applies
generally to the principal block (whenL is a maximal torus). In general, the question as
to whetherζ̃I = ζ̃IM in all cases amounts to the question of whetherζ̃IL is independent
of the Frobenius structure on the triple(L,Cι0, ι0). Although this point does not affect
the formulation of Proposition 6.10, it is relevant to some of the computations later in this
work.

Remark 6.12. Equation (6.2) may be expressed as follows:

∗RG
M(aιΓι)= εI(M)ζIζ−1

IM

∑
γ∈IFM

R∗ι,γ aγ Γγ = εGεMζ̃I ζ̃
−1
IM

∑
γ∈IFM

R∗ι,γ aγ Γγ , (6.3)

and the previous remark implies that in the regular case, the factorζ̃I ζ̃
−1
IM

is equal to 1.

7. Application to the regular and subregular cases

Our objective now is to apply Proposition 6.10 to some specific cases. The general
strategy will be first to compute (4.3) explicitly inG and in M by computing certain
required values̃Pι,κ , and then to use specific knowledge of restriction of characters from
WG(L).F toWM0(L).wF .

As an example, consider first the case whenι= ρ, whereρ is a pair in the blockI with
support the regular unipotent class (such a pair is then the unique one with regular support
in the blockI, see [6, 1.10]). Then the only non-zero term in the right hand side of formula
(4.3) isϕ̃ρ(wF), asP̃ρ,ρ = 1 andP̃ρ,γ = 0 if Cρ �⊂ Cγ . Moreover, asρ has regular support

we have ϕ̃ρ = Id. So we getQ̃ρG = IdWG(L) F , whence ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

Q̃ρG = Q̃ρM .

Applying (6.12) we get

∗RG
MΓρG = aρG

aρM
εGεMΓρM .
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Thus we recover Lemma 3.6 of [6].

Proposition 7.1. Consider anF -stable pairσ with support a subregular classCσ of G
and denote byI the corresponding block; then one of the following holds:

(i) The representationϕσ is a component of the reflection representationr ofWG(L). In
this case,̃Qσ = q Ĩd+ ϕ̃σ and the blockI is regular.

(ii) The representationϕσ is not a component ofr∧i for anyi; thenQ̃σ = ϕ̃σ . In this case
the block may or may not be regular.

We shall refer to case (i) by saying thatσ is standard. Recall that a blockI is regular if
there exists a local system inI with support the regular class and that in that case this local
system is unique and corresponds to the identity representation ofWG(L) (cf. [6, 1.10]).

Proof. We prove first that one of the two properties forϕσ andI holds. This is done by
checking the tables of Appendix A. First we reduce to the case whenG is quasi-simple
and simply connected. IfG is not quasi-simple, a unipotent class is a product of unipotent
classes of the quasi-simple components. In particular a subregular class is the product
of the regular classes of all the components but one and the subregular class in the last
component. Although local systems depend on isogeny, Green functions do not, and hence
it clearly suffices to treat the simply connected group in each isogeny class, in which case
we may assume that the local system on such a class is the product of local systems on
the components. In particular, a cuspidal datum is a product of cuspidal data for the quasi-
simple components. All this shows that we can reduce the verification to the quasi-simple
(simply connected) case.

It is then apparent from the tables that whenϕσ is the reflection representation, the block
is regular and that otherwiseϕ has dimension strictly less than the reflection representation,
so appears in no exterior power of the reflection representation.

We now prove the formula for̃Qσ in each case. We know thatPι,γ is zero unless
Cι � Cγ or ι= γ . SoPσ,ι = 0 unlessCι is the regular class orι= σ .

Consider first the case whenI is regular: denote byρ the unique pair inI with regular
support. If we take the rows and columns pertaining toσ andρ to be the last two, the
matrix equatioñP−1Λ̃−1(tP̃−1)= Ω̃ which determines̃P andΛ̃ has the form:(

. . . . . . . . .

0 1 Q

0 0 1

)(
. . . . . . 0
0 µσ 0
0 0 µρ

)(
. . . 0 0
. . . 1 0
. . . Q 1

)
=
(
. . . . . . . . .

. . . ω̃σ,σ ω̃σ,ρ

. . . ω̃ρ,σ ω̃ρ,ρ

)

whereQ = (P̃−1)σ,ρ , µσ = (Λ̃−1)σ,σ andµρ = (Λ̃−1)ρ,ρ . We thus get:µσ +Q2µρ =
ω̃σ,σ ,Qµρ = ω̃σ,ρ andµρ = ω̃ρ,ρ .

In case (i) we apply (5.2). IfG1, . . . ,Gk are the quasi-simple components ofG, we
haver∧i =∑i1+···+ik=i r

∧i1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ r∧ikk , whereri is the reflection representation of the

ith component ofWG(L). So, using the remarks following Lemma 3.10 we have〈
ϕ̃σ , r̃

∧i 〉
WG(L).F

=
{

1 if i = 1,
0 otherwise.
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We then obtaiñωσ,ρ = −|Z0F
G |ql−1 and ω̃ρ,ρ = |Z0F

G |ql wherel is as in (5.2), whence
Q=−q , andP̃σ,ρ = q .

In case (ii), the above computation givesω̃σ,ρ = 0, so the only non-zerõPσ,ι is P̃σ,σ = 1.
It remains only to consider case (ii) for a non-regular block, where dimension

considerations imply that the only non-zero entryP̃σ,ι is P̃σ,σ .
In either case, the value of̃Qσ by is obtained by applying (4.3).✷

Proposition 7.2. Assume thatσ is anF -stable standard subregular pair in the regular
block IG, and thatG is quasi-simple. LetM be a rational Levi subgroup ofG, and let
C1, . . . ,Ck be theF -stable subregular classes inM, which are in bijection with the set
of wF -stable irreducible constituentsMi of M0. Let σi be the pair corresponding to the
reflection representation ofWMi

(L); thenσi has supportCi and is a standard pair in the
regular blockIM. Moreover we have

ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

Q̃σ =
(
(1− k)q−1+ ϕ̃σ (wF)−

k∑
i=1

ϕ̃σi (wF)

)
Q̃ρM +

k∑
i=1

Q̃σi

whereρM is the pair with regular support inIM.

Proof. Let VG = Y (Z0
L/Z

0
G) ⊗ R, andVM0 = Y (Z0

L/Z
0
M0
) ⊗ R. By Lemma 3.10,ϕ̃σ is

the extension of the reflection representation ofWG(L) which occurs inVG, and by the
same remarks we have Trace(vwF | VM0)=

∑
i ϕ̃σi (vwF) for v ∈WM0(L) (only thewF -

stable components occur when we take the trace of an element in the cosetWM0(L).wF ).

Thus if V is the kernel of the natural mapVG → VM0, we have ResWG(L).F
WM0(L).wF

ϕ̃σ =∑i=k
i=1 ϕ̃σi + Trace(wF | V )Ĩd. Evaluating both sides atwF we get Trace(wF | V ) =

ϕ̃σ (wF)−∑i=k
i=1 ϕ̃σi (wF).

Now by [6, 1.10] since the blockIG is regular by assumption, the blockIM is also
regular. We know from the remark after the statement of Proposition 7.1 that the pairs
which occur in the restriction of̃Qσ have regular or sub-regular support. Since the regular
class corresponds tõId in any regular block,σi must have supportCi , and thusσi is
standard, so that by Proposition 7.1 we haveϕ̃σi = Q̃σi − qQ̃ρM .

The formula for the restriction of̃Qσ results from this and the above formula for the
restriction ofϕ̃σ . ✷

From Remark 6.12 and Proposition 7.2, we deduce

Proposition 7.3. For any standard subregular pairσ , we have

εGεM
∗RG

MΓσ =
aσ

aσi
Γσi +

aσ

aρM

(
(1− k)q + ϕ̃σ (wF)−

k∑
i=1

ϕ̃σi (wF)

)
ΓρM .

Similar computations can be made for non-standard pairs; however the end result does
not appear to have as clear a statement.
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8. The case of SLn

We now discuss the case ofG = SLn. According to [15, Section 5], cuspidal data are
indexed by characters of the centreZ of SLn. Assume thatχ is a character of orderd of
Z whered is a divisor ofn; thenχ corresponds to an equivariant cuspidal local system on
the regular class of a Levi subgroup of typeAn/dd−1. We will denote byIχ the corresponding
block of G. The unipotent classes ofG are indexed by partitions ofn. LetCλ be the class
indexed by the partitionλ of n. There is at most one local system onCλ in Iχ ; such
a system exists when all the parts ofλ are divisible byd and we will denote it byιχλ .
Whenχ is the trivial character,ιχλ is the trivial local system onCλ, which is also the only
irreducible local system onCλ in GLn. We will denote it simply byιλ in the latter case.

Theorem 8.1. The Laurent polynomial̃Pιχλ ,ι
χ
µ

for SLn is equal to the Laurent polynomial

P̃ιλ/d ,ιµ/d for GLn/d , whereλ/d (respectivelyµ/d) denotes the partition whose parts are
1/d times those ofλ (respectivelyµ).

Proof. The proof consists of merely observing that the equations which determineP̃ιχλ ,ι
χ
µ

and P̃ιλ/d ,ιµ/d coincide. In either case the equation may be written:P̃−1Λ1(
tP̃−1) = Ω1

whereΛ1 = |Z0F
G |−1Λ̃−1 andΩ1 = |Z0F

G |−1Ω̃ . In the present case,F acts trivially on
WG(L). If, for ϕ ∈ Irr(WG(L)), we denote byιϕ the corresponding local system, we have
according to (5.2):

(Ω1)ιϕ,ιϕ′ =
l∑
i=0

ql−i(−1)i
〈
ϕ ⊗ ϕ′, r∧i 〉

WG(L)
.

We have two cases to consider: firstlyG= SLn, L of typeAn/dd−1 and secondlyG=GLn/d ,
L a maximal torus. In either case we haveWG(L) � Sn/d and l = n/d − 1. Thus the
matricesΩ1 in the two cases may be identified through the bijection which maps the local
systemιχλ to the local systemιλ/d (since, according to [15, Section 5] both correspond
under the generalized Springer correspondence to the character ofSn/d indexed by the
partitionλ/d). To verify that the equations are the same, it remains only to check that the
rows and columns of the matrix̃P , both of which are indexed by the irreducible characters
of Sn/d , are ordered in the same way in either case. This ordering is induced by the partial
order on unipotent classes in either case, and the coincidence follows from the description
of this partial order in terms of partitions: we haveCλ � Cµ if and only if λ � µ where,
if λ= {λ1, λ2, . . .} with λ1 � λ2 � · · · (respectivelyµ= {µ1,µ2, . . .} with µ1 � µ2 � · · ·)
this means that for alli we haveλ1+· · ·+λi � µ1+· · ·+µi . This condition is compatible
with dividing all parts ofλ andµ by the same integerd , whence the result. ✷

The significance of the previous result is that in view of Proposition 6.10, the
computation of∗RG

M of the generalized Gelfand–Graev characters, hence of theXι, and
through them of theYι, and hence of the characteristic functions of the unipotent conjugacy
classes for the group SLn, is reduced to the same problem for various GLn′ , which is in
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principle known. According to the program in [5], this is a step towards determining the
character table of SLn(q). The other essential step in this program is the determination of
∗RG

M of the irreducible characters, for which the work of C. Bonnafé gives a solution.

Appendix A. Local systems on the subregular unipotent class in good characteristic
for simply connected groups

We describe now the generalized Springer correspondence for local systems on the
subregular class for simply connected quasi-simple groups. The description for arbitrary
quasi-simple groups follows easily.

This appendix contains information extracted from [11,15,16]. Table A.1 contains the
following information:

• The column “G” contains the type ofG.
• The column “C” describes the subregular classC, in Carter’s notation for exceptional

groups and by giving the partition associated to the Jordan form for classical groups.
• The column “Dynkin–Richardson” contains the Dynkin–Richardson diagram ofC.
• The column “A(u)” describes the groupA(u) for an elementu ∈C.
• The column “ι” describes the local systemζ considered onC; it is described by giving

the name of the corresponding character ofA(u); this last group is when possible
described as a Coxeter group so the naming scheme for characters of Coxeter groups
(see below) applies. The exceptions are the cyclic group of order 3 whose characters
are denoted 1, ζ, ζ 2 and the cyclic group group of order 4 whose characters are denoted
1, i,−1,−i. If ι = (C, ζ ) let (L, ι0) be the corresponding cuspidal datum, where
ι0= (ζ0,C0). In general there is only one cuspidal pair inL (which is in most cases a
local system on the regular class) so neitherC0 nor ζ0 is mentioned; when there is an
ambiguity they are mentioned in the last column.

• WhenL is not a maximal torusT or equal toG, the column “L” describes the Levi
by circling the nodes corresponding to simple roots ofL on the Dynkin diagram ofG.
The simple roots ofWG(L) in X(Z0

L/Z
0
G)⊗R therefore correspond to the unmarked

nodes of the same diagram.
• WhenWG(L) is neither trivial nor equal toWG it is described in the column “WG(L)”

by its Dynkin diagram, which has been decorated by lettersa, b, . . . which appear also
on the un-circled nodes in the column “L” to describe the correspondence between
simple reflections.

• The column “ϕι” describes the character ofWG(L) corresponding toι. The notation
for characters of Coxeter groups is as follows: 1,ε andr always represent the trivial,
sign and reflection representation, respectively. Other linear characters are represented
by the Dynkin diagram labelled by the values of the character on the simple reflections.
The notation for characters ofF4 is that from [1] (the characterφ′′2,4 factors through
W(F4)/W(D4)=W(A2) and is trivial on the reflections corresponding to a short root;
the characterφ′2,4 is deduced from it by the diagram automorphism). The characters of
W(Bn) are parametrized in the usual way by pairs of partitions.
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Table A.1

G C Dynkin–Richardson A(u) ι L WG(L) ϕι

G2 G2(a1)
2• >

0• W(A2) 1 T W(G2) r

r T W(G2)
−1• >

1•
ε G 1 1

F4 F4(a1)
2• 2• >

0• 2• W(A1) 1 T W(F4) r

ε T W(F4) φ′2,4
E6 E6(a1)

2• 2•
•2
0• 2• 2• Z/3Z 1 T W(E6) r

ζ ◦ ◦
•b
a• ◦ ◦ b• >

a• −1• >
1•

ζ 2 same description; the cuspidal local system is the other one on the regular class of
L�SL3×Z(SL3) SL3

E7 E7(a1)
2• 2• 2•

•2
0• 2• 2• W(A1) 1 T W(E7) r

ε ◦ a• ◦
◦
b• c• d• a• b• <

c• d• φ′′2,4

E8 E8(a1)
2• 2• 2• 2•

•2
0• 2• 2• 1 1 T W(E8) r

An
n even

(1, n− 1)
2•· · ·2• 0• 2•· · ·2• 1 1 T W(An) r

An
n odd

(1, n− 1)
2•· · ·2• 1• 1• 2•· · ·2• 1 1 T W(An) r

Bn (1,1,2n− 1)
2•· · ·2• >

0• W(A1) 1 T W(Bn) r

ε T W(Bn) (1.n− 1,∅)
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Table A.1 (Continued.)

G C Dynkin–Richardson A(u) ι L WG(L) ϕι

C2 (2,2)
0• <

2• W(A1) 1 T W(C2) r

ε T W(C2) (∅,2)
Cn
n > 2

(2,2n− 2)
2•· · ·2• 0• <

2• W(A1)
2 (1,1) T W(Cn) r

(ε, ε) T W(Cn) (∅, n)
(ε,1) •· · ·• • • < ◦ W(Cn−1) (∅,1.n− 2)
(1, ε) •· · ·• ◦ ◦ < ◦ W(Cn−3) 1

Dn
n odd

(3,2n− 3)
2•· · ·2•

•2
0• 2• Z/4Z 1 T W(Dn) r

−1 •· · ·• ◦
◦
◦ ◦ W(Bn−2) (1.n− 3,∅)

i ◦ •· · ·◦ • ◦ ◦
◦
◦ ◦ W(Bn−5

2
) 1

(typeD5×A(n−5)/2
1 )

−i same description; the cuspidal local system is also parametrized by−i on theD5
component ofL

Dn
n even

(3,2n− 3)
2•· · ·2•

•2
0• 2• W(A1)

2 (1,1) T W(Dn) r

(−1,1) •· · ·• ◦
◦
◦ ◦ W(Bn−2) (1.n− 3,∅)

(1,−1) ◦ •· · ·◦ • ◦
•
• ◦ W(Bn/2) (∅, n/2)

(typeAn/21 )
(−1,−1) ◦ •· · ·◦ • ◦

◦
• • W(Bn/2) (∅, n/2)

(typeAn/21 )
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A more precise description of the local systems whenG= Spin2n (the simply connected
semi-simple group of typeDn) is as follows:ASO2n (u) is isomorphic toW(A1); whenn
is odd it is the unique subgroup of order 2 ofAG(u), while whenn is even it is the first
W(A1) in AG(u).
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